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Forever Fantastic
How Did We Get Here?

In 1984, Fantastic Sams launched its own private-label brand. Bottles were gray with color-coded stripes
identifying different product types. The Fantastic Sams line capitalized on the opportunity for their salons
to provide recommended, professional products for their guests.
Ten years later, Fantastic Sams refreshed its private label with new, improved products and trendier
packaging. This new line also added products to address more hair types and styling needs. Over
the next decade, the FS Hair Care line broadened into extended lines including botanical extracts to
capitalize on the natural herbal movement, and Heat Optimized Therapy, introducing thermal protection
against damage from styling with heat.
In 2004, to celebrate its 30th anniversary, Fantastic Sams took a leadership role in the retail product
industry with a revolutionary new line - Fantastic Hair Care.
These products were created with some of the most technologically advanced formulas and infused with
a gentle citrus scent that was a clear winner among guests, stylists, and industry experts. The new line
added a greater variety of products to address the specific hair care and styling needs of our guests.
These products were also the first to feature a unique “complex” to aid in strengthening and smoothing
the hair while adding incredible shine. No other brand offers such a unique blend.
Fantastic Sams celebrated its 35th anniversary in 2009 by exceeding guests’ needs with updated
formulas, packaging, fragrances, and the introduction of fresh new product lines.
In 2016, the Fantastic Sams Men’s line was repackaged from the classic blue to sleek black with a
modern feel. The rest of the line followed suit in 2017, with silver and red packaging that nods to the
future of the industry, without forgetting our roots.
This incredible journey of private-label products sold exclusively in Fantastic Sams salons gives us a
distinct point of differentiation among our competition and keeps our guests coming back. The future of
Fantastic Sams Private Label is not just being on trend, but being beyond trend - continuing to innovate
so that every guest can feel Fantastic, no matter their budget.
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Forever Fantastic
Fragrance Story

Perfume is described in a musical metaphor as having three sets of “notes,” making the harmonious
scent accord. The notes unfold over time, with the immediate impression of the top note leading to the
deeper and middle notes, and the base notes gradually appearing in the final stage. These notes are
created carefully with knowledge of the evaporation process of the perfume.
Top Notes: Top notes are the scents that are perceived immediately on application of a perfume,
comprised of small, light molecules that evaporate quickly. This forms the initial impression of a scent
and thus plays a pivitol role in selling the perfume.
Middle Notes: The scent that emerges just prior to when the top notes dissipate is known as the
“middle notes,” which compound from the “heart” or main body of the perfume. Middle notes often act
as a mask to the initial unpleasant impression of the base notes, which become more pleasant with time.
Middle notes are also called “heart notes.”
Base Notes: The scent of a perfume that appears close to the departure of the middle notes. The base
and middle notes together are the main theme of a perfume. Base notes bring depth and solidity to a
perfume. Compounds of this class of scents are typically rich and “deep,” usually not perceived until 30
minutes after application.
FS products carry one of two exclusive fragrances: Papaya Cream, in the Wash & Care and Styling Aids,
and Citrus Sport, found in FS4Men.

Papaya Cream Fragrance
Found in FS Wash & Care and Styling Aids
Top Notes: Apple, Berry, Melon, Peach
Middle Notes: Jasmine, Papaya, Rose
Base Notes: Cream, Sandalwood, Vanilla

Citrus Sport Fragrance
Found in FS4Men
Top Notes: Bergamot, California Lemon, Persian
Lime
Middle Notes: Spice Accord, Basil, Clove,
Lavender, Jasmine, Iris
Base Notes: Musk, Velvety Amber, Rich Warm
Woody Tobacco
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Professional Product Advisor
Needs Assessment

It goes without saying that hair can be so much more than hair. It can be a foundation for
transformation; Make you look good, and feel good, and help you see yourself and your world in
fantastic new ways. Your role is to make that happen - because everyone deserves to feel Fantastic,
no matter their budget.
As licensed cosmetologists, guests trust us as the authority on what is best for their hair, and look
to us for personalized reccomendations on caring for their unique needs.
Make the most of your time behind the chair by learning more about the hair your guest wishes they
could have, and make the most of their trust by showing them how the Fantastic Sams Private Label
line can help them acheive that look, without breaking the bank.
First, Find the Need: Ask your guest open-ended questions
• When was the last time you really loved or liked your hair?
• What do you like most about your hair?
• If you could change anything about your hair, what would it be?
• What challenges are you currently having with your hair?
• What products are you currently using?
• Are you happy with the results of your current haircare regimen? What would make it better?
Then, Recap What They Told You:
• What I heard you say was that you loved your hair six months ago because it was easy to
manage.
• It sounds like what you like most is the thickness of your hair, but if you could change something it
would be the color because it feels “drab” to you.
• If I heard correctly, it seems like you’re using several different products but are only somewhat
satisfied with the results.
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Next, Provide the Solution: Use their needs to offer product solutions
• Since your hair seems to feel unmanageable, I recommend __________, __________, or
__________ because it will give you back the hair control you’re looking for.
• Because you mentioned concern about your hair fading from fab to drab, you might consider our
Color Protect line to help maintain the vibrancy of your color.
• It sounds like your current products aren’t helping you achieve the volume you’re looking for, so
I’m going to use __________, and __________, on you today, because I know they’ll make a big
difference.
Last, Close the Service: Show them the products used to attain the look
• Let’s take a look at a few of the products we used today so I can show you how to recreate this
style at home.
• Before I process your payment, are there any products you’d like to grab while you’re here?
• These are the products I used on you today, what would you like to get started with?
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When Science Meets Beauty
Hair Deconstructed
Cuticle

The cuticle of the hair is the outermost layer and is composed
of a transparent single layer of scale-like cells overlapping.
The function of these shingle-like scales is to protect both the
cortex and the medulla. Products with a high pH cause the
cuticle layer to swell and allow liquids to penetrate into the
cortex, whereas products with a low pH will cause the cuticle
to shrink and harden.

Cortex

The cortex of the hair is composed of a fibrous protein core
of elongated cells that are bonded tightly together. The cortex
contains melanin pigment and is responsible for giving the
hair its strength, elasticity, and tenacity. It is responsible for
approximately 90% of the total weight of the hair, and is the
layer where chemical changes take place when changing the color or texture of the hair.

Medulla

The medulla is also called the “pith” or “marrow” of the hair and is composed of round cells, between
two and five rows across. Thick or coarse hair usually contains a medulla, although most fine hair and
naturally blonde hair lack a medulla. The purpose of the medulla has not yet been determined.

Healthy Hair

Hair that is damaged has a rough feel, looks dull, and is hard to manage. You can assess cuticle damage
with a simple test:
1. Take a strand of hair and run your thumb and forefinger along the strand, moving against the
direction of growth.
2. If your fingers slide smoothly, the hair has little or no cuticle damage.
3. If you feel “drag,” you can assume that the cuticle is damaged or porous.

Porosity

Porosity is the ability of hair to absorb and retain moisture. The degrees of porosity are:
• Resistant Porosity - Hair that has tightly closed cuticles and resists absorbing moisture. This
hair appears very smooth and requires a higher pH to penetrate.
• Average Porosity - Hair that is able to absorb moisture. This is considered normal porosity
and hair is in good condition.
• Extreme Porosity - Hair that is damaged from chemicals or heat and has breakdown of the
cuticle.
• Uneven Porosity - A combination of two types, very common in long hair.
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When Science Meets Beauty
The Effect of pH on the Hair
The pH Scale

The pH scale ranges from 0 to 14; A pH of 7 indicates a neutral solution. A pH below 7 is acidic, which
will contract and harden the hair. Products with a pH above 7 are an alkaline solution, which will soften
and swell the hair. Human skin and hair typically have a pH of 4.5 - 5.5, which is slightly acidic, and a
shampoo is considered acid-balanced for hair when it has a pH between 4.5 and 5.5.

Solution

Effect on Hair

Usage Notes

Very Strong Acid
pH 0 - 1.0

Dissolves hair completely;
damaging to skin.

•

Must not be applied to hair or scalp

Strong to Mild Acid
pH 1.0 - 4.5

Hair shrinks and cuticle hardens
as porosity is reduced. Body is
increased and sheen of hair is
improved. Soap residues are
removed, and traces of alkalis
are neutralized.

•

Acid or cream rinses can restore
body to bleached, porous hair
Conditioners and fillers overcome
the extreme porosity of damaged
hair
Special shampoos reduce tangling
and matting of hair and prevent
color loss
Hair conditioners increase sheen
Color Rinses provide temporary
effect
Neutralizers remove residual
texturizing lotion

•
•
•
•
•

Acid-Balanced
pH 4.5 - 5.5

Hair is normal diameter. Texture
and luster is standard.

•
•

Neutral solutions are designed to
prevent excess swelling of normal
and damaged hair
Mild shampoos for normal cleaning
and manageability of hair

Mild Alkali
pH 5.5 - 10

•
Hair swells, porosity increases
as cuticle layers open. Hair has a
•
dry, drab appearance.

Tints and bleaches penetrate easier
and chemical action increases
Some shampoos to overcome
acidity of tap water

Stronger Alkali
pH 10 - 14

Dissolves hair completely; can be •
damaging to skin if not used as
•
directed.

Used as chemical relaxers or
depilatories
Must be used carefully on skin and
hair to avoid damage
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When Science Meets Beauty
Shampoo, Surfactants, and Conditioning
Shampoo Facts

Surfactants are the essential cleaning substances in shampoos. Surfactant molecules have an unusual
structure: One end of the surfactant molecule is hydrophilic which carries a tiny negative electrical
charge, is soluble in water, and will not mix with oil or grease. The opposite end of the molecule is
lipophilic and soluble in oily, greasy material and will not mix with water.
Surfactant molecules surround any fragments of greasy dirt they meet, using the oil-soluble parts of
the molecules to bury themselves in the grease (leaving the water-soluble parts of the molecule facing
away from the grease) and giving a negative electrical charge to the entire ion. Because hair itself carries
small negative charges on the surface, the hair repels both the surfactant molecule and the grease it has
bonded with.
Shampoos contain several surfactants, each giving different types of cleaning to different types of hair.
One commonly used surfactant is Ammonium Lauryl Sulphate; another is Ammonium Laureth Sulphate,
which is milder.
The mildness of surfactants is important for users who have sensitive skin and those who wash their hair
frequently. Shampoos can be described as “mild” when they do not damage the scalp, hair, or eyes, but
a user’s assessment of “mildness” can differ from that of a dermatologist or hair scientist. For a shampoo
to be considered mild, it must not remove the natural oils and grease from the skin. However, for a
shampoo to be considered cleansing, it must remove oils and grease from the hair.

All Surfactants Have the Following Features:
•
•
•
•

Makes removal of dirt easier by reducing the surface tension between water and greasy
matter on the hair
Produces foam, or lather, which holds bits of dirt and stops them from being re-deposited on
the hair
Stabilizes the shampoo mixture, holding other ingredients in the solution
Thickens shampoo, making it easier to use

Conditioning Facts

The molecules of most conditioning agents carry small positive electrical charges, unlike hair which
naturally carries negative electrical charges. The negative charges of the hair attracts the positivelycharged conditioner molecules and deposits them onto the hair, especially areas where there is a degree
of weathering. The immediate effect is canceling-out of the positive and negative electrical charges,
reducing static electricity and the “fly-away” effect associated with it.
Conditioners help raised cuticle scales lie flat against the hair surface, improving the shine and luster of
the hair and enhancing the depth and life of the hair color.
Conditioners also have detangling properties, making it easier to comb through and leaving the hair
softer and more manageable. This process is particularly important for dry, damaged, or chemically
10 textured hair to stop further deterioration.
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When Science Meets Beauty
Fantastic Complex™
What is the Fantastic Complex™?

Fantastic Sams’ exclusive complex helps to strengthen and smooth the hair while adding incredible
shine. It can be found in all FS private-label products
The Fantastic Complex™ is comprised of three key ingredients:
• Panthenol or Pro-Vitamin B5: Conditions the hair by attracting and binding moisture to the
hair.
• Soy Protein: Penetrates the hair to add strength.
• Silicone (Amodimethicone): Smoothes the cuticle layer and protects the hair shaft during
heat styling while restoring moisture, balance, and manageability to hair.

How Does the Fantastic Complex™ Work?

This unique and exclusive blend of pro-vitamins, soy protein, and silicone enhances all aspects of the
cleansing, conditioning, repair, styling, and finishing functions.
• The low molecular-weight of soy protein allows it to penetrate the hair and add strength
• Pro-Vitamin B5 or Panthenol conditions the hair by attracting and binding to the hair without
adding weight
• High molecular silicones smooth roughened hair surfaces, making them shiny and easier to
comb. Proteins and Pro-Vitamins are sealed in for lasting conditioning and incredible shine.

FANTASTIC
COMPLEX

™
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When Science Meets Beauty
Key Ingredient Glossary

AMINODIMETHICONE: Water-soluble silicone gives soft and silky feel to both wet and dry hair. Seals in
moisture and closes rough cuticle for lasting conditioning and great shine.
ANTI-STATIC AGENT: Reduces build-up of static electricity and prevents fly-away hair.
BUFFERING AGENT: Used to adjust the pH of a product.
CATIONIC/QUATERNARY CONDITIONERS: Positively charged agent which is attracted to the
negative charge of hair. Provides lasting conditioning benefits when in a rinsed-out product. Makes hair
easier to comb and controls fly-away hair.
CHELATING AGENT: Removes styling aid build-up and hard water deposits such as manganese, iron,
copper, and chlorine.
CURL ENHANCERS: Specialized agent that tightens the cuticle to enhance natural curl and revitalize
and define chemically textured hair.
EMOLLIENT/HUMECTANT: Absorbs and holds moisture in hair which becomes smooth, soft, and
easier to manage.
FANTASTIC COMPLEX™: An exclusive blend of pro-vitamin (Panthenol, or BG), soy protein, and
silicone that strengthens and smoothes hair while adding incredible shine.
GELLING AGENT: Helps increase product thickness and feel.
HONEY: Softens and moisturizes hair.
HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN: Binds moisture to hair to condition wtihout adding weight.
HYDROLIZDED WHEAT PROTEIN: Moisturizes and improves texture and appearance of damaged
hair.
JOJOBA OIL: Moisturizes and acts as an emollient and helps to reduce water loss causing dryness.
OPACIFIER/PEARLIZER: Gives opaque appearance to product.
PANTHENOL: Also known as pro-vitamin B5, Panthenol binds moisture and conditions the hair without
adding weight.
POLYMERS/RESINS: Enhances hold and gives long-lasting support to styling aids.
PRESERVATIVE: Protective agent used for formula stability and maintaining shelf life.
PROPELLANT: A raw material used to create pressure in aerosol products for the application of
fixatives.
SD ALCOHOL: (Specially De-Natured Alcohol) Shortens drying time and increases hold in styling
products.
SHEA BUTTER: A natural moisturizing butter for extra conditioning.
SILICONE: Gives a soft and silky feel to both wet and dry hair. Seals in moisture and closes cuticle for
lasting conditioning and great shine.
SILK PROTEIN: Low molecular weight allows for deep penetration of the hair shaft to add strength.
SUNSCREEN/UV INHIBITOR: Provides protection from harmful UV rays, which can cause color to
fade and give the appearance of dry, dull hair.
SURFACTANT/FOAM BOOSTER: Surface acting agent carrying an electrical charge used to remove
dirt and impurities, suspending them in foam to be rinsed away.
TEA TREE OIL: Natural essential oil to soothe irritated skin.
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS (VOCs): Two or more elements combined chemically
(compounds) that contain carbon (organic) and evaporate quickly (volatile). Most hairsprays are now 55%
VOC to comply with environmental protection policies.
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Product Review
Wash & Care

Fantastic Vibrance - For guests with color treated or highlighted hair
Fantastic Blond - For guests with blond hair
Fantastic Strength - For guests with weakened hair
Fantastic Refresh - For guests with dry scalp
Fantastic Moisture - For guests with dry hair

Color Protect Shampoo
Fantastic Vibrance
•
•
•

Gently cleanses without stripping color from hair or depleting moisture
Double the color protection (compared to the FS Moisturizing shampoo)
Adds vibrance and shine for healthy-looking hair

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Work a small amount of shampoo into wet hair and massage into a thick, rich lather.
Rinse thoroughly. Follow-up with Color Protect Conditioner.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0 - 6.0

LAURETH SULFATE, COCAMIDE MEA, DECYL GLUCOSIDE, COCAMIDOPROPYL BETAINE, GUAR HYDROXYPROPYLTRIMONIUM
CHLO- RIDE, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, PAN- THENOL, GLYCOL STEARATE, AMODIMETHI- CONE, PEG-40
HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL, PPG-26-BUTETH-26, GLYCERIN, BUTYL ETHOXYDIBENZOYLMETHANE, ETHYLHEXYL
METHOXYCINNAMATE, ETHYLHEXYL SALICY- LATE, LAURETH-9, TRIDECETH-12, C11-15 PARETH-7, CITRIC ACID, SODIUM
CITRATE, TETRASODIUM EDTA, IMIDAZOLIDINYL UREA, METHYLPARABEN, SODIUM CHLORIDE, SODI- UM HYDROXIDE,
FRAGRANCE/PARFUM.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“I’m using our FS Color Protect Shampoo
because it will help prevent fading of the
gorgeous color we gave you today.”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

12 OZ

$11.00

853047002731

LITER

$18.00

853047002748
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Color Protect Conditioner
Fantastic Vibrance
•
•
•

Rehydrates and strengthens chemically damaged hair
Reduces fading and environmental damage with UVA/UVB sunscreen
Helps to maintain color vibrancy

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
After using Color Protect Shampoo, apply conditioner to towel-dried hair and distribute
evenly from roots to ends. Leave on hair for one minute and rinse thoroughly with warm
water.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 2.5 - 3.5

WATER/AQUA/EAU, CETYL ALCOHOL, DIME-THICONEMONIUM CHLORIDE, AMODIMETHICONE, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN,
PANTHENOL, CETYL ETHYLHEXANOATE, ETHYLHEXYL SALIC- YLATE, GLYCERIN, C11-15 PARETH-7, CE-TEARETH-20,
STEARYL ALCOHOL,ACID, LAURETH-9, POLOXAMER 184, TRIDE- CETH-12, ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, TETRASODI- UM EDTA,
METHYLPARABEN, FRAGRANCE/ PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“Protect your investment; include a step to
maintain the radiance of your color.”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

12 OZ

$11.00

853047002717

LITER

$18.00

853047002700

Color Protect Leave-In Conditioner
Fantastic Vibrance
•
•
•
•

Detangles, controls static and fly-aways
Reduces color loss and fading
Strengthens and protects hair from heat styling and the environment
Protects against sun damage with a UVA/UVB sunscreen

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Shake well and spray evenly over clean, towel-dried hair. Comb through to ends and
style hair. May also be used as a cutting spray.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 4.5 - 5.5
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WATER/AQUA/EAU, DIPROPYLENE GLYCOL, PROPYL DIMETHICONE, POLYQUATERNIUM 59, DIMETHICONE PEG/PPG
20/23, BENZOATE, OLETH 20, PANTHENOL, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, AMODIMETHICONE, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE,
BENZOPHENONE 4, GLYCERIN, C11 15 PARETH 7, CETRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, TRIDECETH 12, POLYQUATERNIUM, 11,
LAURETH 9, BUTYLENE GLYCOL, CITRIC ACID, DISODIUM EDTA, DIAZOLIDINYL UREA, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“This leave-in conditioner will protect your
color while fighting damage from heat
styling.”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

12 OZ

853047002724

$11.00
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Violet Shampoo
Fantastic Blond
•
•
•

Low-sulfate cleanser for toning colored or natural hair
Brightens and alleviates brassy blonds and yellow greys
Can be used once per week for standard toning, or more frequently for more
intense toning effects
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Wet hair and massage a small amount of shampoo into a thick, rich lather. For best
results, allow shampoo 3-5 minutes proccessing time. Rinse and follow with conditioner
of choice.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0 - 6.0

WATER/AQUA/EAU, SODIUM METHYL COCOCAMIDE MEACOCAMIDOPROPYL BETA-TINE, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, TOCOPHERYL
ACETATE, PAN- THENOL, GLYCOL DISTEARATE, POLYQUATER- NIUM-10, CITRIC ACID, POLYQUATERNIUM-7, GLYCERIN, SILICONE
QUATERNIUM-16, PEG-4 LAURATE, AMODIMETHICONE, TETRASODIUM EDTA, UNDECETH-11, BUTYLOCTANOL, C11- 15 PARETH-7,
UNDECETH-5, LAURETH-9, TRIDE- CETH-12, IODOPROPYNYL BUTYLCARBA- MATE, DMDM HYDANTOIN, SODIUM HY- DROXIDE, PROPYLENE
GLYCOL, FRA- GRANCE/PARFUM, EXT. VIOLET 2 (CI 60730), RED 33 (CI 17200)

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“You mentioned that you hate the brassy tones when
your blond fades - using this shampoo a few times
each week will help maintain your bright blond!”

7.5 OZ

$12.00

853047002601

16.9 OZ

$20.00

853047002618

Keratin Sulfate-Free Shampoo
Fantastic Strength
•
•
•

Rebuilds keratin bonds in damaged hair
Dramatically improves elasticity and prevents against future breakage
Protects color fading from frequent cleansing with low sulfate contents

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Work a small amount of this low-lather shampoo into wet hair and massage into the hair
from roots to ends. Rinse thoroughly. Follow-up with Keratin Conditioner.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.1 - 6.1

WATER/AQUA/EAU, SODIUM METHYL COCOYL TAURATE, COCAMIDOPROPYL BETAINE, PROPYLENE GLYCOL,
COCAMIDE MEA, GLYCOL DISTEARATE, HYDROLYZED KERATIN, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, PAN- THENOL, GLYCERIN,
POLYQUATERNIUM-10, POLYQUATERNIUM-7, CITRIC ACID, PEG-4 LAURATE, SILICONE QUATERNIUM-16, AMODIMETHICONE,
UNDECETH-11, BU- TYLOCTANOL, UNDECETH-5, C11-15 PARETH- 7, LAURETH-9, TETRASODIUM EDTA, IODOPROPYNYL
BUTYLCARBAMATE, TRIDE- CETH-12, DMDM HYDANTOIN, SODIUM HY- DROXIDE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“You mentioned that you noticed signs of
breaking hair; this shampoo will reduce
breakage by rebuilding the keratin bonds.”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

12 OZ

$12.00

853047002984

LITER

$20.00

859133006010
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Keratin Conditioner
Fantastic Strength
•
•
•

Dramatically improves elasticity and prevents against breakage
Strengthens and seals cuticle
Protects color fading

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
After cleansing with Keratin Sulfate-Free Shampoo, apply conditioner to towel-dried hair
from roots to ends and rinse. For deeper conditioning benefits, leave on hair once weekly
for 3-5 minutes.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 2.5 - 3.5

WATER/AQUA/EAU, CETYL ALCOHOL, DIMETHICONE, CYCLOPENTASILOXANE, BEHENTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, HYDROLYZED
KERATIN, HYDROLYZED WHEAT PROTEIN, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, CETYL ETHYLHEX- ANOATE, PANTHENOL, GLYCERIN,
AMODI- METHICONE, ETHYLHEXYL SALICYLATE, CITRIC ACID, POLOXAMER 184, TETRASODIUM EDTA, DISODIUM EDTA, C1115 PARETH-7,LAURETH-9, TRI-DECETH-12, ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, METHYLPARABEN, LIMONENE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“You mentioned that you noticed signs of
breaking hair; this shampoo will reduce
breakage by rebuilding the keratin bonds.”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

12 OZ

$12.00

859133006003

LITER

$20.00

853047002991

Lavender Mint Shampoo
Fantastic Refresh
•
•
•

Supports scalp health with peppermint oil
Relaxes with spa-like fragrance while gently cleansing hair
Dual use as shower gel or bath foam

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Apply a small amount of shampoo to wet hair and work into a rich lather. Rinse
thoroughly. Follow with Lavender Mint Conditioner.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0 - 7.0

WATER/AQUA/EAU, SODIUM LAURETH SULFATE,, COCAMIDE MEA, DECYCLGLUCOSIDE, SODIUM CHLORIDE,
COCAMIDOPROPYL BETAINE, MENTHA PIPERITA (PEPPERMINT) OIL, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, PAN-THENOL, GLYCOL
STEARATE, ETHYLHEXYL METHOX- YCINNAMATE, ETHYLHEXYL SALICY-LATE, GUAR HYDROXYPROPYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, ACRYLATES/AMINOACRYLATES/ C10- 30 ALKYL PEG-20 ITACONATE COPOLY-MER, AMODIMETHICONE, GLYCERIN,
POLYQUA- TERNIUM-7, CITRIC ACID, C11-15 PARETH-7, TRIDECETH-12, LAURETH-9, SODI-UM CITRATE, TETRASODIUM
EDTA, IMIDAZOLI-DINYL UREA, METHYLPARABEN, FRAGRANCE/ PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“You mentioned your scalp was dry/
itchy, this shampoo works to soothe and
promote optimal scalp health.”
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SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

12 OZ

$14.00

853047002588

Liter

$22.00

853047002571
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Moisturizing Shampoo
Fantastic Moisture
•
•
•

Strengthens and rehydrates dry, porous, or brittle hair
Adds moisture only where needed
Gentle enough for every day use

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Work a small amount of shampoo into a thick, rich lather and massage into wet hair.
Rinse thoroughly. Follow-up with Moisturizing Conditioner.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0 - 6.0

WATER/AQUA/EAU, SODIUM LAURETH SUL- FATE, COCAMIDE MEA, COCAMIDOPROPYL BETAINE, CARTHAMUS TINCTORIUS (SAFFLOWER)
SEED OIL, SESAMUM INDICUM (SESAME) SEED OIL, ALEURITES MOLUCCANA SEED OIL, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, HY- DROLYZED SILK,
SIMMONDSIA CHINENSIS (JOJOBA) SEED OIL, PANTHENOL, GLYCERIN, POLYQUATERNIUM-10, GLYCOL STEARATE, SULFATED CASTOR OIL,
LECITHIN, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, AMODIMETHICONE, C11-15 PA- RETH-7, LAURETH-9, TRIDECETH-12, PEG-12 OLEATE, CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC
TRIGLYCERIDE, SODIUM CHLORIDE, CITRIC ACID, TETRASO- DIUM EDTA, METHYLCHLOROISOTHIAZOLI- NONE, METHYLISOTHIAZOLINONE,
FRAGRANCE/PARFUM.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“I’m using our Moisturizing Shampoo
because you mentioned your hair felt dry.
This will help rehydrate those thirsty locks!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

12 OZ

$11.00

853047002946

LITER

$18.00

853047002960

Moisturizing Conditioner
Fantastic Moisture
•
•
•

Provides long-lasting moisture with increased manageability
Strengthens hair with Silk and Soy Proteins
Softens hair with Jojoba oil, Panthenol, and Amodimethicone

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
After cleansing with the Moisturizing Shampoo, apply conditioner to towel-dried hair and
distribute evenly from roots to ends. Leave on the hair for one minute, then rinse.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 6.5 - 7.5

WATER/AQUA/EAU, CETEARYL ALCOHOLBUTYROSPERMUM PARKII (SHEA) BUTTER, HYDROLYZED SILK, HYDROLYZED
SOY PRO- TEIN, SIMMONDSIA CHINENSIS (JOJOBA) SEED OIL, CETYL ESTERS, LANOLIN, AMODI-METHICONE,
PANTHENOL,CETRIMONIUMCHLORIDE, TRIDECETH-12, ISOPROPYL ALCO- HOL, TETRASODIUM EDTA, DMDM HYDANTO- IN,
METHYLPARABEN, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“Nothing will soothe dry hair better than our
Moisturizing Conditioner; ultra moisturizing, but
light enough for every day use.”

12 OZ

$11.00

853047002939

LITER

$18.00

853047002953
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Product Review
Styling Aids

Fantastic Curl - For curly hair
Fantastic Hold - For style memory
Fantastic Lift - For volume
Fantastic Moisture - For dry hair
Fantastic Prep - For damp hair
Fantastic Protect - For heat protection
Fantastic Sculpt - For texture
Fantastic Smooth - For frizzy or unmanageable hair

Curl Defining Crème
Fantastic Curl
•
•
•

Restores and defines naturally curly or chemically treated hair
Reduces frizz and optimizes moisture
Enhances and accentuates natural or texturized curls with special polymers

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Apply a small amount to damp hair, distributing evenly. Scrunch hair while air-drying or
blowdry with a diffuser.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0 - 6.0
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WATER/AQUA/EAU, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, ISOPROPYL PALMITATE, POLYQUATERNIUM-37, ISOPROPYL MYRISTATE, PROPYLENE GLYCOL
DICAPRYLATE/DICAPRATE, POLYIMIDE-1, PANTHENOL, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, PPG-1,TRIDECETH-6, AMODIMETHICONE,C11-15
PARETH-7, VP/VA COPOLYMER, BENZOPHENONE-4, TRIDECETH-12, GLYCERIN, LAURETH-9, SODIUM CHLORIDE, CITRIC ACID, DISODIUM
EDTA, DMDM HYDANTOIN, IODOPROPYNYL BUTYLCARBAMATE, FRANGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“Because you like to wear your natural curls, I’m
using this light-weight product to reduce frizz
and add moisture so they’ll last all day.”

8 OZ

853047002847

$12.00
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Firm Hold Finishing Spray
Fantastic Hold
•
•
•

5 out of 5 firm, yet flexible hold
Resists humidity
Adds shine for an all-day hold without build-up or residue

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Hold can 8-10 inches from hair and spray moving back and forth over desired area. For
extra control, spray onto sections while styling or finishing.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 7.7 - 8.8

VOC 55% ALCOHOL DENAT., HYDROFLUOROCARBON 152A, OCTYLACRYLAMIDE/ACRYLATES/ BUTYLAMINOETHYL
METHACRYLATE COPOLY- MER, AMINOMETHYL PROPANOL, ARGANIA SPINOSA KERNEL OIL, PEG/PPG-17/18 DIMETHICONE, PHENYL TRIMETHICONE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“You mentioned that you love your hair up but
hate the fly-aways; this product will give you that
firm hold that will fight humidity all day!”

9 OZ

853047002854

$14.00

Shaping Spray
Fantastic Hold
•
•
•

Resists humidity without flaking
Adds incredible shine when used after styling
2 out of 5 hold adds texture and gives control when used while styling

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Shake well. Spray 8-10 inches away from dry hair while styling for extra texture and
control. Re-apply as desired to increase firmness.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0 - 6.0

VOC 55% ALCOHOL DENAT., HYDROFLUOROCARBON 152A, BUTYL ESTER OF PVM/MA COPOLYMER, AMINOMETHYL PROPANOL,
HYDROLYZED KERATIN, COCODIMONIUM HYDROXYPROPYL HYDROLYZED KERATIN, ALEURITES MOLUCCA- NA SEED OIL, TOCOPHERYL
ACETATE, PEG/ PPG-17/18 DIMETHICONE, PEG/PPG-18/18 DIMETHICONE, BENZOPHENONE-4, PHENYL TRIMETHICONE, PENTAERYTHRITYL
TETRA- CAPRYLATE/TETRACAPRATE, TRIETHYL CITRATE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“Using this product while styling will help
your daughter’s braids last the whole day!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

9 OZ

853047002779

$13.00
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Thick & Full Root Booster
Fantastic Lift
•
•
•

Works for all hair types, but ideal for fine, lifeless hair
Thickens, strengthens, and creates fuller-looking hair
Naturally stimulates the scalp with caffeine

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Spray on damp or dry hair, directly to roots, then style.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.8 - 6.8

Alcohol Denat., Water/Aqua/Eau, Niacinamide, Caffeine, PEG/PPG-20/23 Dimethicone, Butyrospermum Parkii (Shea) Butter Extract,
Cocos Nucifera (Coconut) Oil, Hydrolyzed Soy Protein, Panthenol, Lecithin, Ethyltrimonium Chloride Methacrylate/Hydrolyzed Wheat
Protein Copolymer, Acrylates/C10-30 Alkyl Acrylate Crosspolymer, Aminomethyl Propanol, Fragrance/Parfum.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“You mentioned that you really like your hair
when there’s lots of volume at the root - let
me introduce you to your new BFF!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

4 OZ

859133006157

$12.00

Styling Mousse
Fantastic Lift
•
•
•

Provides touchable hold, volume, and shine with a moisture-rich foam
Protects from UV rays with natural sunscreen
Alcohol-free for a non-drying, non-flaking finish

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
For volume, work mousse through hair and blowdry. To control frizz, apply a small
amount of mousse to ends. For a natural look, work mousse through style and let dry.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 6.1 - 6.5
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VOC 6% WATER/AQUA/EAU, ISOBUTANE, POLYQUA- TERNIUM-4, PROPANE, CORN STARCH MODI- FIED, HYDROLYZED SOY
PROTEIN, HYDROLYZED WHEAT PROTEIN PG-PROPYL SILANETRIOL, AMODIMETHICONE, PEG-15 COCOMONIUM CHLORIDE,
PANTHENOL, BENZOPHENONE-4, C11-15 PARETH-7, LAURETH-4, TRIDECETH-12, METHYLPARABEN, LAURETH-9, GLYCERIN,
PROPYLENE GLYCOL, PROPYLPARABEN, DIAZOLIDINYL UREA, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“Because your hair is fairly fine and you’re
looking for more body, this product will give you
more volume with a tousled look.”

8 OZ

859133006041

$13.00
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Nourishing Serum
Fantastic Moisture
•
•
•

Adds moisture instantly with Argan Oil
Smoothes frizz and fly-away hair
Reduces blowdry time

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Emulsify one or two drops between hands and apply to damp hair starting at the ends
and working up to the mid-lengths. Then, style as desired.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 3.0 - 4.5

CYCLOPENTASILOXANE, DIMETHICONE, C12-15 ALKYL BENZOATE, ARGANIA SPINOSA KERNEL OIL, HYDROLYZED SOY
PROTEIN, AMODIMETHICONE, PANTHENOL, GLYCERIN, TRIDECETH-12, C11-15 PARETH-7, LAURETH-9, FRAGRANCE/
PARFUM, RED 17 (CI 26100), YELLOW 11 (CI 47000).

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“Using this product before styling will help
add moisture to your hair and protect from
environmental and heat damage!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

1.7 OZ

859133006021

$12.00

Style Prep 10
Fantastic Prep
•
•
•

Detangles, nourishes, and moisturizes, conditioning instantly
Seals the cuticle to soften hair, increase manageability, and prevent breakage
Protects against damage from styling with heat

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Shake well, place a dime-sized amount onto towel-dried hair and comb through from
mid-lengths to ends before styling. NOT recomended as a cutting spray; adjust amount
used according to length and density of hair.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0

WATER/AQUA/EAU, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, DEHENTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, CYCLOPENTASILOXANE,
HYDRO- LYZED SOY PROTEIN, SILK AMINO ACIDS, PANTHENOL, QUATERNIUM-80, AMODIMETHI- CONE, GLYCERIN, C11-15
PARETH-7, LAURETH-9, TRIDECETH-12, DISODIUM EDTA, TRIETHANOLAMINE, ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, METHYLPARABEN,
PROPYLPARABEN, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“I highly recommend this product as it
is an all-in-one smoothing, nourishing,
moisturizing, detangling FS Fav!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

6 OZ

859133006072

$12.00
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Blowdry Primer
Fantastic Protect
•
•
•
•

Protects from thermal damage
Improves manageability for soft, shiny, detangled hair
Ultra-lightweight formula, no hold, great for all textures
Reduces drying time

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Shake well before use. Section damp hair. Before blowdrying each section, spray lightly
and comb through. Can be layered with other products.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: N/A

Cyclopentasiloxane, Dimethicone, Dimethicone Crosspolymer, PEG-10 Dimethicone, Dimethiconol, Simmondsia Chinensis (Jojoba)
Seed Oil, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil, Panthenol, Hydrolyzed Soy Protein, Fragrance/Parfum.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“I know your time is pulled in many directions, and
quick styling is important to you; you’ll love our
Blowdry Primer because it reduces drying time and
protects your hair from heat damage!”

3.4 OZ

859133006140

$12.00

Molding Mud
Fantastic Sculpt
•
•
•

5 out of 5 hold for creating distinctive styles
Adds medium shine and maximum texture
Protects from UV rays

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:

For medium to short styles adding texture and definition, emulsify well in palm of hands, applying
to ends and working the product up. Use thumb and forefingers for spot styling and targeted
control.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.2 - 6.2
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WATER/AQUA/EAU, LANOLIN WAX/LANOLIN CERA/ CIRE DE LANOLINE, MINERAL OIL/PARAFFINUM LIQUIDUM/HUILE MINERALE, STEARIC
ACID, MICRO- CRYSTALLINE WAX/CERA MICROCRISTALLINA/CIRE MICROCRISTALLINE, BENTONITE, PROPYLENE GLY- COL, PEG-20
HYDROGENATED LANOLIN, STEARETH- 21, SYNTHETIC WAX, PHENYL TRIMETHICONE, VINYL CAPROLACTAM/VP/DIMETHYLAMINOETHYL
METHAC- RYLATE COPOLYMER, ALCOHOL DENAT., POLYVI- NYLCAPROLACTAM, KAOLIN, PANTHENOL, HYDRO- LYZED SOY PROTEIN,
DISTEARETH-100 IPDI, AMODIME- THICONE, BENZOPHENONE-4, C11-15 PARETH-7, TRIDECETH-12, GLYCERIN, LAURETH-9, DISODIUM EDTA,
DMDM HYDANTOIN, IODOPROPYNYL BUTYL- CARBAMATE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM, IRON OXIDES (CI 77491, CI 77499

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“When you mentioned your hair falls flat by the
end of the day I immediately thought of our
Molding Mud, which will hold your stylye all day!”

3.4 OZ

853047002762

$13.00
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Pomade Shaping Wax
Fantastic Sculpt
•
•
•

Separates and defines with flexible control for long or short styles
Protects from environmental damage with natural sunscreen
Provides brilliant reflective shine

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
For medium to coarse hair looking for texture and shine, apply to damp hair starting at
ends and working up to create sleek shapes. Apply to dry hair to add body and texture.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: N/A

PETROLATUM, HYDROGENATED POLYISOBU- TENE, BEESWAX/CERA ALBA/CIRE D’ABEILLE, HYDROGENATED SOYBEAN OIL, PARAFFIN, PEG-7 HYDROGENATED
CASTOR OIL, PHENYL TRIMETHICONE, PRUNUS AMYGDALUS DULCIS (SWEET ALMOND) OIL, STEARIC ACID, HY- DROGENATED MENHADEN OIL, HYDROLYZED SOY
PROTEIN, COPERNICIA CERIFERA (CARNAUBA) WAX/CERA CARNAUBA/CIRE DE CARNAUBA, AMODIMETHICONE, PAN- THENOL, BENZOPHENONE-4, C11-15 PARETH7, GLYCERIN, LAURETH-9, TRIDECETH-12, WATER/AQUA/EAU, PROPYLPARABEN, METHYPARABEN, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“You mentioned you wanted to see texture
and shine in your hair - This product is the
answer (and it even has UV protection)!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

3.4 OZ

853047002755

$13.00

Keratin Thermal Protection Spray
Fantastic Smooth
•
•
•

Detangles, smooths, softens, adds shine, and decreases frizz
Fortifies hair against damage from hot tools
Lightweight formula protects keratin in the hair for long lasting results

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Shake well. Spray onto towel-dried hair in sections before styling with hot tools, focusing
on mid-length and ends.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.5 - 6.5

Alcohol Denat., Hydrofluorocarbon 152a, Butyl Ester of PVM/MA Copolymer, Hydrolyzed Keratin, Hydrolyzed Soy Protein, Panthenol, Tocopheryl Acetate, Aminomethyl Propanol, Vanillin, Amodimethicone, PEG/PPG-1S8/18 Dimethicone, PEG/PPG-17/18
Dimethicone, Phenyl Trimethicone, Butyloctanol, C11-15 Pareth-7, Glycerin, Laureth-9, Silicone Quaternium-16, Trideceth-12, Undeceth-11, Undeceth-5, Water/Aqua/Eau, Benzyl Salicylate, Hexyl Cinnamal, Hydroxycitronellal, Fragrance/Parfum.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“Because your hair is more of a fine texture,
this product will restore strength and
protect against heat damage!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

5 OZ

859133006164

$14.00
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Refresh Shampoo
FS4Men
•
•
•

Soothes scalp with Peppermint Oil and Grapefruit Seed Extract
Gently cleanses hair and scalp
Combats dandruff and promotes scalp health

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Wet hair and massage into scalp. Rinse thoroughly.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 5.0 - 7.0

WATER/AQUA/EAU, SODIUM LAURETH SULFATE, CO- CAMIDE MEA, COCAMIDOPROPYL BETAINE, GLYCERIN, MENTHA PIPERITA (PEPPERMINT) OIL, CITRUS
LIMON (LEMON) FRUIT EXTRACT, CITRUS GRANDIS (GRAPEFRUIT) FRUIT EXTRACT, CAMELLIA SINENSIS (GREEN TEA) LEAF EXTRACT, AMODIMETHICONE,
POLYQUATERNIUM-10, ALOE BARBADENSIS LEAF JUICE, HYDROLYZED SOY PRO- TEIN, HYDROLYZED WHEAT PROTEIN, PYRUS MALUS (APPLE) FRUIT EXTRACT,
GLYCOLIC ACID, LACTIC ACID, MALIC ACID, SACCHARUM OFFICINARUM (SUGAR CANE) EXTRACT, PEG-12 OLEATE, PEG-40 HYDRO- GENATED CASTOR OIL,
PANTHENOL, SULFATED CAS- TOR OIL, LECITHIN, PEG-12 DIMETHICONE, CAPRYLIC/ CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE, HEXAPEPTIDE-11, BETAINE, LAURETH-12, LAURETH-9,
C11-15 PARETH-7, TRIDECETH- 12, CITRIC ACID, HEXYLENE GLYCOL, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, SODIUM CHLORIDE, TETRASODIUM EDTA, MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE,
MAGNESIUM NITRATE, METHYLCHLOROISOTHIAZOLINONE, METHYLISOTHI- AZO-LINONE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM, GREEN 5 (CI 61570), YELLOW 5 (CI 19140).

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“This shampoo is ideal for you because it has
peppermint oil, which will help fight flaking and
promote a healthy scalp.”

10 OZ

$10.00

853047002502

LITER

$20.00

853047002519

Two-In-One Shampoo & Conditioner
FS4Men
•
•
•

Convenient for guys on the go
Gently cleans and conditions hair and scalp
Strengthens and conditions hair with wheat amino acids

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Wet hair and massage into scalp. Rinse thoroughly.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 4.8 - 5.8

WATER/AQUA/EAU, AMMONIUM LAURYL SULFATE, COCAMIDE MEA, SODIUM LAURETH SULFATE, COCAMIDOPROPYL BETAINE, GLY- COL STEARATE, HYDROLYZED
SOY PROTEIN, AMODIMETHICONE, PANTHENOL, WHEAT AMINO ACIDS, ETHYLHEXYL METHOX-YCINNAMATE, BUTYL ETHOXYDIBENZOYLMETHANE, PPG-26-BUTETH-26, ETHYLHEXYL SALIC- YLATE, PEG-40 HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL, GLYCERIN, C11-15 PARETH-7, PEG/PPG-20/6 DIMETHICONE, PEG/
PPG-4/12 DIMETHICONE, LAURETH-9, LAURETH-12, GUAR HYDROXY- PROPYLTRIMONIUM CHLORIDE, POLYQUATER- NIUM- 11, TRIDECETH-12, CITRIC ACID, SODIUM CHLORIDE, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, TETRA- SODIUM EDTA, DISODIUM EDTA, IMIDAZOLI- DINYL UREA, METHYLPARABEN, FRAGRANCE/ PARFUM.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“I think this product would be a great
fit for you because it’s a shampoo and
conditioner in one!”
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SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

10 OZ

$10.00

853047002533

LITER

$20.00

853047002529
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Grooming Crème
FS4Men
•
•
•

Creates clean, natural looks with a matte finish
Softens hair and repels moisture
2 out of 5 hold, great for all textures

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Apply a pea-sized amount into palms and emulsify. Work into damp or dry hair, building
texture and volume from the back towards the front.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 6.5 - 7.5

WATER/AQUA/EAU, LANOLIN WAX/LANOLIN CERA/CIRE DE LANOLINE, CETEARYL ALCO- HOL, PVP, TRIBEHENIN,
TRIDECYL STEARATE, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, TRIDECYL TRIMELLITATE, PEG-8 BEESWAX, CETEARETH-25, PANTHENOL,
HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, DIPENTAERYTH- RITYL HEXACAPRYLATE/HEXACAPRATE, PEG- 40 HYDROGENATED CASTOR
OIL, ACRYLATES/C10-30 ALKYL ACRYLATE CROSS- POLYMER, TRIETHANOLAMINE, PEG-4 LAURATE, BENZOPHENONE-4,
AMODIMETHI- CONE, TETRASODIUM EDTA, IODOPROPYNYL BUTYLCARBAMATE, DMDM HYDANTOIN, C11-15 PARETH-7,
LAURETH-9, GLYCERIN, TRIDECETH-12, CITRIC ACID, FRAGRANCE/ PARFUM.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

“I’m using this product to give you the gentle
volume that you love, without the shiny-finish
that you don’t.”

2 OZ

853047002472

$13.00

Matte Wax
FS4Men
•
•
•

Controls hair’s natural texture
Adds a low-luster shine
2 out of 5 hold

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Apply a pea-sized amount into palms and emulsify. Work into damp or dry hair, building
texture and volume from the back towards the front.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 4.0 - 6.0

WATER/AQUA/EAU, PETROLATUM, OZOKE- RITE, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, PROPYLENE GLYCOL DIBENZOATE, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, VP/VA COPOLYMER, CETEARETH25,CETEARETH-20, PENTYLENE GLYCOL, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, AMODIMETHICONE, PANTHENOL, WHEAT AMINO ACIDS, C11-15 PARETH-7, LAURETH 9,
OCTYLDODECETH 20, GLYCERYL STEARATE, PEG 100 STEARATE, PEG 75 STEARATE, PEG 90M, BENZOPHENONE 3, STEARETH 20, TRIDE CETH 12, CETETH 20,
CETYL ALCOHOL, DMDM, IODOPROPYNYL BUTYLCARBAMATE, PEG 4 LAURATE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“This Matte Wax will give you a long-lasting
style that resists the elements!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

2 OZ

853047002489

$13.00
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Hard Wax
FS4Men
•
•
•

Adds texture and definition on medium to coarse textures
Contains Beeswax for pliable hold of medium to thick density hair
3 out of 5 hold

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Apply a pea-sized amount into palms and emulsify. Work into dry hair, building texture
and volume from the back towards the front.
INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 6.5 - 7.5

PEG-40 HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL, MI- CROCRYSTALLINE WAX/CERA MICROCRIS- TALLINA/CIRE MICROCRISTALLINE,
BEESWAX/ CERA ALBA/CIRE D’ABEILLE, ISOHEXADE- CANE, PARAFFIN, MINERAL OIL/PARAFFINUM LIQUIDUM/HUILE
MINERALE, CAPRYLIC/ CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE, OZOKERITE, FRA- GRANCE/PARFUM, WATER/AQUA/EAU, PAN- THENOL,
HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN, AMODI- METHICONE, C11-15 PARETH-7, LAURETH-9, GLYCERIN, TRIDECETH-12.

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“This Hard Wax will give you a long-lasting
style with a sleek, stylish finish!”

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

2 OZ

853047002465

$13.00

X-Treme Gel
FS4Men
•
•
•

Separates and defines with flexible control
Protects from environmental damage with natural sunscreen
Provides brilliant reflective shine

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
For a slick look, apply to damp hair and air dry. For maximum control, apply to damp hair
and blowdry.

INGREDIENT LIST:
pH: 6.0 - 7.0

WATER/AQUA/EAU, SORBITOL, ACRYLATES/ C10 30 ALKYL ACRYLATE CROSSPOLYMER, AMINOMETHYL PROPANOL, WHEAT AMINO
ACIDS, VA/CROTONATES/VINYL, NEODECA NOATE COPOLYMER, POLYSORBATE 20, OLETH 20, PANTHENOL, HYDROLYZED SOY PROTEIN,
BENZOPHENONE 4, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, DISODIUM EDTA, AMODIMETHICONE, C11 15 PARETH 7, LAURETH 9, GLYCERIN, TRIDECETH 12,
DIAZOLIDINYL UREA, IODOPROPYNYL BUTYLCARBAMATE, FRAGRANCE/PARFUM

TALK ABOUT FANTASTIC
“I’m using the X-Treme Gel to finish your
style with a slicked-back look.”
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SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE:

UPC CODE:

5 OZ

853047002458

$12.00
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
Wash & Care Overview

Designed to provide a high-quality alternative to National Brands, our
products have an edge on several competitors.
Here follows a brief overview of our products and how they compare to the
competitive landscape:

Color Protect Shampoo

Color Protect Conditioner

Fantastic Vibrance

Fantastic Vibrance

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•
•

Gently cleanses without stripping hair color
or depleting moisture
Paul Mitchell Color Care
Redken Color Extend
Matrix Color Care

•

•
•
•

Rehydrates and strengthens hair damaged
by chemical treatments
Paul Mitchell Color Care
Redken Color Extend
Matrix Color Care

SRP: $11.00 / $18.00

Color Protect Leave-In Conditioner

SRP: $11.00 / $18.00

Violet Sulfate-Free Shampoo

Fantastic Vibrance

Fantastic Blond

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•
•

Detangles, conditions, controls static and
fly-away hair
Paul Mitchell Color Locking Spray
Redken Total Recharge
Joico Color Endure

•

•
•
•

Alleviates golden tones and brightens grey
hair
Paul Mitchell Platinum
Matrix So Silver
Joico Violet Shampoo

SRP: $11.00

Keratin Sulfate-Free Shampoo

SRP: $12.00 / $20.00

Keratin Conditioner

Fantastic Strength

Fantastic Strength

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•

Gentle cleanser that rebuilds keratin in
damaged hair
Redken Color Extend Magnetics
Paul Mitchell Ultimate Color Repair

SRP: $12.00 / $20.00

•

•
•

Dramatically improves elasticity and
reduces future breakage
Redken Color Extend Magnet
Paul Mitchell Ultimate Color Repair

SRP: $12.00 / $20.00
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
Wash & Care Overview
Lavender Mint Shampoo

Moisturizing Shampoo

Fantastic Refresh

Fantastic Moisture

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•

Spa-like fragrance helps promote
relaxation while gently cleansing hair
Paul Mitchell Lavender Mint

SRP: $14.00 / $22.00

•

•
•
•

Gentle cleanser for all hair types

CHI Infra
Redken Extreme
TIGI Bed Head Recovery

SRP: $11.00 / $18.00

Moisturizing Conditioner
Fantastic Moisture
•

Provides long-lasting moisture with
increased manageability

Compares to:
•
•
•

CHI Infra
Redken Extreme
TIGI Bed Head Recovery

SRP: $11.00 / $18.00
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
Styling Aids Overview

Curl Defining Crème

FANTASTIC
COMPLEX

™

Fantastic Curl
•

Restores and defines naturally curly or
chemically textured hair

Compares to:
All products include Fantastic Complex™ to
give manageability and shine to guests.

Firm Hold Finishing Spray

•
•
•

Paul Mitchell Twirl Around Curl Definer
Redken Curvaceous Curly & Wavy Hair Cream
TIGI Foxy Curls Contour Crème

SRP: $12.00

Shaping Spray

Fantastic Hold

Fantastic Hold

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•
•

Provides a fast-drying, humidity-resistant,
firm finish with no build-up
Paul Mitchell Hold Me Tight Finishing Spray
Sexy Hair Spray & Stay
Kenra Finishing Spray

•

•
•
•

Humidity-resistant for long hairdressing
and especially useful for up-styling
JMP Worked Up Working Spray
Redken Fashion Work Working Spray
Kenra Designer Spray

SRP: $14.00

Thick n Full Root Booster

SRP: $13.00

Styling Mousse

Fantastic Lift

Fantastic Lift

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•

Thickens, strengthens, and creates fullerlooking hair
Biolage Full Density Densifying Spray

•

•
•
•

Moisture-rich foam provides touchable
hold, volume, and shine
Paul Mitchell Sculpting Foam
Sexy Hair Big Attitude Bodifying Mousse
Kenra Volume Mousse

SRP: $12.00

Nourishing Serum

SRP: $13.00

Style Prep 10

Fantastic Moisture

Fantastic Prep

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•
•

Argan Oil instantly penetrates to add
moisture, shine, and conditioning
Paul Mitchell Super Skinny Serum
Sexy Hair Soy Renewal Nourishing Treatment
Joico K-Pak Restorative Styling Oil

SRP: $12.00

•

•
•

Instant conditioning and protection from
heat tools with added shine and softness
It’s a 10
Kenra Platinum Style Prep

SRP: $12.00
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
Styling Aids Overview
Blowdry Primer

Molding Mud

Fantastic Protect

Fantastic Sculpt

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•

Protects from thermal damage to speed
blowdry time, leaving hair soft and shiny
Kenra Blow Dry Spray

•

•
•
•

Matte styling clay used to twist, shape,
and texturize hair
Kenra Matte Grip Texture Cream
Style Sexy Hair Matte Texturizing Clay
Joico Style Reform Matte Clay

SRP: $12.00

Pomade Shaping Wax

Keratin Thermal Protection Spray

Fantastic Sculpt

Fantastic Smooth

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•
•

Separates and defines with flexible control

Paul Mitchell ESP: Elastic Shaping Paste
Redken Water Wax Shine Defining Pomade
Healthy Sexy Hair Soy Paste

SRP: $13.00
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SRP: $13.00

•

•

Fortifies hair against damage from hot
tools while smoothing and softening
IGK Good Behavior

SRP: $14.00
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
FS4Men Overview
Refresh Shampoo

Two-In-One Shampoo & Conditioner

FS4Men

FS4Men

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•

Soothes scalp and promotes hair growth
with peppermint oil
Redken for Men Mint Clear Shampoo
Matrix Cooling Mint Shampoo

•

•
•

Gently cleanses and conditions the hair
and scalp with a single product
Mitch 2 in 1
Redken for Men 2 in 1

SRP: $10.00

Grooming Crème

SRP: $10.00

Matte Wax

FS4Men

FS4Men

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•

Creates clean, natural looks for curly or
textured hair
American Crew Classic Grooming Crème
Mitch Clean Cut Cream

•

•
•

Low-luster styling wax with flexible hold

TIGI Bed Head 4 Men Matte Separation Wax
CHI Matte Wax

SRP: $13.00

Hard Wax

SRP: $13.00

X-Treme Gel

FS4Men

FS4Men

Compares to:

Compares to:

•

•
•

Adds texture and definition with pliable
hold - perfect for all hair types
American Crew Defining Wax
Redken for Men Maneuver Wax

SRP: $13.00

•

•
•

Ultra-firm hold gel controls and holds all
day with a no-flake formula
American Crew Classic Firm Hold Gel
TIGI Bed Head 4 Men Power Play Gel

SRP: $12.00
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
FS Private Label Planogram
Space for POP:
Men’s Puck Display
Available at
Print.FantasticSams.com

FS4Men

Color-Treated or Highlighted Hair

Dry Scalp

Dry Hair

Weakened Hair

Color-Treated or Highlighted Hair
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Styling Prep

Styling Prep

Smooth

Finish

Texture

Smooth

Finish
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
FS Private Label Planogram
UPC CODE

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

SHELF POSITION FACINGS DEEP

853047002519

Refresh Shampoo

Liter

5

1

1

3

853047002502

Refresh Shampoo

10 oz

5

2

1

3

853047002529

2-in-1 Shampoo

Liter

5

3

1

3

853047002533

2-in-1 Shampoo

10 oz

5

4

1

3

853047002472

Grooming Crème

2 oz

5

5

1

6

853047002489

Matte Wax

2 oz

5

6

1

6

853047002465

Hard Wax

2 oz

5

7

1

6

853047002485

X-Treme Gel

5 oz

5

8

1

3

853047002731

Color Protect Shampoo

12 oz

4

1

2

3

853047002717

Color Protect Conditioner

12 oz

4

3

2

3

853047002724

Color Protect Leave-In Conditioner

12 oz

4

5

2

3

853047002601

Violet Sulfate-Free Shampoo

7.5 oz

4

7

2

3

859133006021

Nourishing Serum

1.7 oz

4

9

2

6

859133006140

Blowdry Primer

3.4 oz

4

11

2

3

859133006072

Style Prep 10

6 oz

4

13

2

3

859133006164

Keratin Thermal Protection Spray

5 oz

4

15

2

3

853047002854

Firm Hold Finishing Spray

9 oz

4

17

2

3

853047002779

Shaping Spray

9 oz

4

19

2

3

853047002588

Lavender Mint Shampoo

12 oz

3

1

2

3

853047002946

Moisturizing Shampoo

12 oz

3

3

2

3

853047002939

Moisturizing Conditioner

12 oz

3

5

2

3

853047002984

Keratin Sulfate-Free Shampoo

12 oz

3

7

2

3

859133006003

Keratin Conditioner

12 oz

3

9

2

3

859133006041

Styling Mousse

8 oz

3

11

1

3

853047002755

Pomade Shaping Wax

3.4 oz

3

12

1

6
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Fantastic At-A-Glance
FS Private Label Planogram
UPC CODE

34

DESCRIPTION

853047002847

Curl Defining Crème

853047002762

Molding Mud

859133006157

SIZE

SHELF POSITION FACINGS DEEP

8 oz

3

13

1

3

3.4 oz

3

14

1

6

Thick & Full Root Booster

4 oz

3

15

1

3

853047002731

Color Protect Shampoo

12 oz

2

1

2

3

853047002717

Color Protect Conditioner

12 oz

2

3

2

3

853047002724

Color Protect Leave-In Conditioner

12 oz

2

5

2

3

853047002601

Violet Sulfate-Free Shampoo

7.5 oz

2

7

2

3

859133006021

Nourishing Serum

1.7 oz

2

9

2

6

859133006140

Blowdry Primer

3.4 oz

2

11

2

3

859133006072

Style Prep 10

6 oz

2

13

2

3

859133006164

Keratin Thermal Protection Spray

5 oz

2

15

2

3

853047002854

Firm Hold Finishing Spray

9 oz

2

17

2

3

853047002779

Shaping Spray

9 oz

2

19

2

3

853047002748

Color Protect Shampoo

Liter

1

1

1

3

853047002700

Color Protect Conditioner

Liter

1

2

1

3

853047002748

Color Protect Shampoo

Liter

1

3

1

3

853047002700

Color Protect Conditioner

Liter

1

4

1

3

853047002946

Moisturizing Shampoo

Liter

1

5

1

3

853047002960

Moisturizing Conditioner

Liter

1

6

1

3

853047002946

Moisturizing Shampoo

Liter

1

7

1

3

853047002960

Moisturizing Conditioner

Liter

1

8

1

3

859133006010

Keratin Sulfate-Free Shampoo

Liter

1

9

1

3

853047002991

Keratin Conditioner

Liter

1

10

1

3

853047002571

Lavender Mint Shampoo

Liter

1

11

1

3
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You’re the Expert
Kickstart the Consulation

Hello Fantastic Stylists!
We know that consultations and recommendations can seem challenging when you try to think
of how to make the conversation feel natural, yet still professional and confident. So that’s why we’ve
created some easy conversation examples for the broad range of clients that you might encounter.
In each category, you’ll find ideas for questions that you can ask to get the conversation rolling.
Then, it’s up to you to listen to what your guest is saying. What problems have they told you
about? How ‘into’ products are they? What’s their usual routine? What’s the one thing you’d like to help
them achieve today?
As you get more comfortable asking these types of questions, you’ll find that the
recommendations will become second nature. Certainly, you’re going to have the occasional guest
or two that isn’t interested, but don’t let that fear hold you back. You’re the fantastic professional,
and you know what they need to improve the look and feel of their hair!
Take some time with these examples, and talk them out – either alone or with a buddy in your
salon. The more you practice, the more comfortable you’ll become with giving truly fantastic
consultations. And better consultations always equal better results – which in turn helps you
grow and earn more.
Happy Recommending!
FS Product and Merchandising Team
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You’re the Expert
Kickstart the Consulation
For guests with Curly Hair
Questions to Ask:
• What’s your typical routine with your hair?
• What do you find most challenging about your hair?
• If you could tame/control one main factor, what would it be?
• What products are you obsessed with right now? What do you like about them?
Real-Life Examples:
• “So it sounds like this summer’s humidity is giving you a lot of trouble with controlling the frizz. The
good news is that we’ve got a lot of fantastic options to give you the tamed result you need, while
still giving you the natural look and feel of your amazing curls.”
• “I can definitely tell that dryness seems to be your number-one challenge right now. What I’d love
to do today is use one of our moisturizing conditioning treatments to revitalize your hair, plus clean
up the dry ends with a trim. Then we’ll use some of our nourishing curl products to style with.
We’re going to see a total transformation today!”

For guests with Fine/Flat Hair
Questions to Ask:
• Tell me about your typical styling routine.
• What shampoos are you currently using?
• How do you feel about the overall health of your hair?
• What products have worked well for you in the past?
Real-Life Examples:
• “I think one of the big factors in your hair feeling overly flat or heavy these days is the shampoo
and conditioner you’re using at home. Unfortunately, a lot of brands freely claim to be ‘salon
quality,’ but your hair tells a different story. What we can see and feel right now is that there is
a heavy buildup of waxiness on your hair, and my first recommendation is to use a clarifying
treatment to remove that buildup, and start with a ‘clean slate.’ Then we’ll talk about some
professional shampoos, conditioners and products from our FS signature line that will help you
maintain the clean, weightless feel we achieve today.”
• “I see you do have a very fine texture, but that doesn’t mean you can’t still achieve the full volume
you’re looking for. Today I’m going to finish out your style with some of our Thick & Full Root
Boost to give you volume near the scalp, and we’re also going to add a thickening texture spray
through the rest of your hair to plump up the strands and get that fullness you’re looking for.”
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You’re the Expert
Kickstart the Consulation
For guests with Thick/Unmanageable Hair
Questions to Ask:
• What types of products and shampoo do you use?
• What is your biggest challenge with your hair?
• How often are you washing your hair? And do you typically blowdry it?
• Have you ever used a product that you felt really helped?
Real-Life Examples:
• “Thick hair like yours definitely has its challenges – but it’s a good ‘problem’ to have! What I’d like
to use today is one of our smoothing conditioning treatments at the shampoo bowl, and then
we’ll talk about some products you can add into your routine that are going to help you achieve
the sleek styles you’re going for. We’ve got some great options within our FS signature line to help
control the frizz, tame these strands, and beat the humidity, whether you blowdry or not.”
• “I know smoothing your hair with an iron is a regular part of your routine. Unfortunately, you can
see that many of these ends are getting dry and even splitting from the repeated use of high
heat. We’re going to trim those ends today, but I would love to see you using a professional heat
protectant every time you’re using your flat iron. I’d like to try our brand new FS Keratin Thermal
Protection Spray on you today, as well as our new FS Blowdry Primer for added moisture, shine
and heat protection during drying. Layering these two will help protect your beautiful strands from
further damage, leaving your hair smooth, shiny and growing longer!”

For guests with Colored Hair
Questions to Ask:
• What shampoo/conditioner are you currently using at home?
• Compare the look of your color today with how it looked when you first got it done.
• How do you feel about the health of your hair?
• Tell me about your styling routine.
Real-Life Examples:
•

•

“Haircolor is very much affected by the frequency of washing, as well as the shampoo and
conditioner that you use. Because you are rocking these beautiful red tones, I’d love to see
you using a professional shampoo/conditioner that will optimize your color results for as long as
possible. Fading is a big challenge with reds in general, but by using a sulfate-free shampoo, like
our FS Keratin Shampoo, you’ll find it can really minimize the fading until I see you again.”
“Blond is definitely your color! And I can see what you’re saying about some of those brassy
tones peaking out. What I would recommend is using a toning shampoo to help fight off those
unwanted warm tones that tend to pop out. Our FS Violet Sulfate-Free Shampoo is a gentle
cleanser that will also deposit some toning back into your hair, maintaining that beautiful platinum
look week after week. It’s soft enough to use daily for more intense toning, or 1-2 times per week
for gentle upkeep of tone.”
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You’re the Expert
Kickstart the Consulation
For guests with Dry Hair
Questions to Ask:
• Tell me about the products you use on your hair – which shampoos/conditioners/styling products
are you using?
• Tell me about your typical styling routine – are you blowdrying? How often?
• How frequently are you washing your hair?
• When do you feel like you started to notice a change in your hair? Was it always on the dry side?
Real-Life Examples:
• “As you can see, repeated blowdrying on highlighted hair can definitely add to the dryness. One
big way to overcome this challenge is to use our FS Blowdry Primer before you blow it out, which
is going to protect it from the heat, while also adding softness and shine.“
• “One of my favorite solutions for dry ends is our FS Nourishing Serum. It’s made with Argan Oil,
which is known for its nourishing moisture and smoothing abilities, and it’s something you can use
on wet or dry hair. Plus, it’s a go-to in dry winter months at helping fight static, and I personally
even use it on my hands/cuticles to keep them looking soft and healthy. This is a staple product
for me!”

For guests who have Kids
Questions to Ask:
• What are your biggest challenges with their hair?
• What types of shampoo/conditioner/products do you use on them?
• Do they do a lot of swimming?
Real-Life Examples:
• “I can definitely see that we’ve been having a great time in the sun and pool this summer! I’d love
to see us bring her hair back into a soft and manageable condition again by doing one of our
clarifying treatments to remove the chemical buildup, and follow with a moisturizing conditioner.
For upkeep at home, I would recommend shampooing with the FS Clarifying Shampoo after
swimming, and then using the FS Moisturizing Conditioner to detangle and nourish her hair. This
will leave it soft and brush-able again!”
• “Static can be such a challenge in the winter. My go-to for keeping static under control is our FS
Nourishing Serum; it’s going to add that moisture back into the hair, plus it helps keep away dry
skin as an added bonus! It just takes a couple pumps, and you can apply it on wet or dry hair,
starting at the ends and working up.”
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You’re the Expert
Kickstart the Consulation
For Male Guests
Questions to Ask:
• What’s your normal routine with your hair?
• Do you have any concerns about your hair or scalp?
• What products are you using on your hair currently?
• If you could change one thing about your hair, what would it be?
Real-Life Examples:
• “I know you’re not into spending too much time on your hair. So a shampoo like our FS 2-in-1 is
going to fit right in – it’s a shampoo and conditioner in one. It’s going to do a great job cleaning
your hair, but also has those conditioning properties, so you’ll notice that it still feels soft and easy
to style when you’re done. I’ll use it on you when we do your shampoo today – let’s get started.”
• “I know you said you don’t usually use styling products, but I’m going to use our FS Men’s
Grooming Crème on you today, and you’re going to love how easy it is to use. Plus, it has a very
natural finish, so it doesn’t scream ‘I did my hair!’ but gives you a nice texture and groomed look.
I think it’s going to look great with the cut we’ve done today. You’ll be all set to head back to
college this week!”
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